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Student
Assembly
approves
cabinet
nominees
On May 13 the Student Assembly
chose next year's Student Government
cabinet.
The IO-member cabinet, consisting of the SG president, vice president. student trustees and six directors. serves as a steering committee for
SG with ihe advice and consent of the
Assembly.
Named to the cabinet were Sue
Seitz as director of academics; Gamai
Brown, director of student relations:
Danielle Jennings, director of student
services; Greg Ulrich, director of budget and physical facilities; Angic
Slaughter.* director of internal affairs
and Angela Norris, director of public
and legislative relations.
Two current SG members will continue on in the new student administration. Ulrich reprises hiscurrent cabinet role. Seitz currently represents the
College of Engineering and Computer
Science in the Assembly.
According to Seitz, at least one
current SG member expressed concern over some of the names on the
cabinet selection committee's list. An
executive session was called to discuss cabinet candidates but the Assembly eventually voted to accept the
original nominees.
In order to be considered for a
cabinet post, applicants submitted their
resumes and were interviewed by SG
representatives.
One cabinet position will be vacant when Gov. George Voinovich
appoints WSU's next student trustee.
Jennings, Ulrich and Seitz are now
being considered for student trustee.
SG plans a special election in the
fall to elect representatives for the
School of Medicine. School of Professional Psychology, and the University
Division. No candidates declared
themselves for these slots in the early
May elections.

Mike Yates (left) makes a purchase from cashier Thurron Barnett (right) as
The Depot manage" Resi Caudill looks on.

There's plenty in
store at The Depot

feet compared to about 40 square feet.
The store carries many of the same snack
and health products as its predecessor. But
Ron Simko, operations manager for with an expanded inventory and new prodMarriott food services at Wright State, stood ucts. Marriott hopes The Depot will attract
casually amid construction workers carry- both on-campus residents and the type of
customer who typically grabs a 12-pack of
ing counter tops, saws and levels.
As two workers struggled to fit a refrig- soda and a microwave wienie while waiting
erated soda case through the narrow door- to pay for a tankful of gasoline.
Simko said The Depot's location around
way to The Depot. Marriott's new convenience store in the Student Union. Simko the corner from the Student Union fitness
center makes it a logical stop for customers
checked items off an inventory list.
Although The Depot's formal grand looking for fluid replenishment.
In addition to canned and boxed groceropening won't be until May 23. Marriott
opened the walk-in store Monday to accom- ies. The Depot sells charcoal briquets and
modate patrons left without a quickie shop- lighter tluid. Simko said the store may carry
ping outlet when the University Center con- small hibachis in the future, as well as salad
venience store closed May 13.
fixings and cold cuts.
Resident students can use meal cards for
"I'm real excited about what we're going
purchases at The Depot, according to manto have in this (store)." Simko said.
Simko said The Depot, located on the ager Resi Caudill. Caudill said she'll offer
ground floor of the Student Union atrium, is
see "The Depot"
vastly larger than the old store — 980 square
continued on page 2
By DAN HOCKENSMITH
News Editor
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Nursing association recognizes mentoring program
By SCOTT BECKERMAN
Staff Writer
Wright State's School of Nursing mentoring program was recently recognized by the National
Student Nurses Association. Members of SON's Student Mentor and
Retention Team (SMART) made a
presentation in Philadelphia. Pa.
that merited the award.
"The recognition was for the
best student retention program."
said Dr. Jane Swart, dean of the
School of Nursing. "It's greatest
strength is the student leaders."
SMART clusters students to-

gether toward graduation. The program offers several services: tutoring. support groups, workshops,
scheduling help, hook loans and
information on scholarships and
resources.
Dona Dowd, SMART president. said the program involves
both nursing and high school students with an interest in nursing.
Dowd said the program is broken up into clusters where students
help other students get through their
educational endeavors. "It's depending on the background." she
said. "There's a male cluster, three
diverse clusters, a nontraditional

"If a student is in a class they
cluster and an African-American
can go to a (higher) level student
cluster."
With all those clusters. SON and find out what to study for,
students have plenty of
'^uni- Dowd said.
Dean Swart said the program is
ties for help.
helping students achieve their
"One of the main
goals.
you don't feel alone," said
"It's been really meeting needs
who said he has worked I
of the students." she said. "I have
of the fence, mentoring and h
seen
the growth of students in the
a mentor.
"When you're going through a program and the development of
curriculum, and you don't have a their own skills as they develop
mentor that you can look up to. them to go out into the world.
Truitt said the groups can help
then you're just swimming out in
the ocean by yourself. You don't even the best students.
"We want everybody to graduhave support to fall back upon.
ate together," said Truitt.
Truitt said.

Campus Crime Report
ASSAULT
May 6: A Dayton man was
slapped by a woman as he
worked in a booth at May
Daze. There is one suspect.
May 11: A Phillipsburg man
was assaulted in the Bike
Shop. There is one suspect.
ASSAULT —CRIMINAL
TRESPASS
May 11: A Springwood Lane
man reported two men
entered his room without
permission. One of the men
assaulted him as the other
watched the locked door.
ASSAULT/DISORDERLY
CONDUCT
May 8: A WSU Officer

reported he was pulled off his
feet by a suspect at a dance at
the University Center cafeteria.
The suspect was arrested. The
officer also arrested a man who
was attempting to keep the first
suspect from getting
arrested.

floor of the Dunbar Library.
Gautham Achar, Fairbom,
reported his leather jacket
worth $150 stolen off a cart
near M258 Creative Arts
Center.

THEFT
May 6: Constance Prear,
Cedar Hall, reported sheets
and jeans worth a total value
of $179 stolen from the
Cedar Hall laundry room.
May 10: A Radio Shack laptop
computer and a bubble jet
printer, total worth $2,500,
were removed from 356 Nutter
Center.
May 11: Jim Grefer, Dayton,
reported a denim jacket worth
$20 was removed from the first

CAMPUS
CRIME
REPORT
May 12: A Panasonic answering
machine worth $150 was
removed from 120B Library.
Gregory Jackson, Fairoorn,
reported two text books worth
$120 were stolen from the third
floor of the Dunbar Library.

• Wright Engineering Council
Cookoff. Russ Engineering
Center Lobby, 4 p.m. to 4:30
p.m. Call Brad Smith at 8735031 for information.

Tipps, conductor; and Opera
Showcase. Creative Arts
Center Concert Hall, 8 p.m.

University Concert Band:
Christopher Weddie,
conductor; CAC Concert
Hall, 3 p.m.
MONDAY, MAY 23

FRIDAY, MAY 20
• College of Engineering
and Computer Science
faculty meetii.g; 144
Russ Center, 2:30 p.m.
• Seminar on microbiology and
immunology: "Protection
Studies with Haemophilus
influenzae NADase," with
Dr. Joy Johnson, Dayton
VAMC; 230 Millett, 10:30
a.m.
• UCB Cinema: Candyland
Express; 116 Health
Sciences. 8 p.m. Also
shown Saturday.
• University Chorus: James

SATURDAY, MAY 21
UCB Rasta Celebration;
Reggae Festival. Founders
Quadrangle, 2 p.m. to
sundown.
SUNDAY, MAY 22
• UCB Cinema: The Dark Crystal
and Return to Oz, 116 Health
Sciences, 3 p.m.

ARSON
May 6: A trash can was set afire
in the men's bathroom on the
first floor of the University
Center.
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
BY INTOXICATION
May 6: A Fairbom man was
arrested for disorderly conduct
by intoxication off Duncan
Drive. He and a friend were
headed toward an after-Daze
party on Forest Lane.
AGGRAVATED MENACING
May 6: A Cimarron Circle man
U'

Meetings & Events
THURSDAY, MAY 19

May 13: A Domino's Pizza sign
worth $120 was stolen from the
top of a vehicle outside
Springwood Lane. There are
two suspects.

• University/ Community
Orchestra: William Steinohrt,
conductor; CAC Concert
Hall. 8 p.m.
• Speaker: Dr. Deepak
Chopra: "Ageless Body.
Timeless Mind." Nutter
Center, 7 p.m. Tickets are
$29 in advance, $39 at the
door. $2 off with a valid WSU
ID.
TUESDAY, MAY 24
»University Chamber
Orchestra: William Steinohrt.
conductor; CAC Concert
Hall, 8 p.m. $4 for staff and
faculty, $2 for students, call
873-2787.

The Depot"

"Everybody's going through the
same things as you are.
"The goal is to help all the students." he added. "We're not talking just the struggling students.
We're talking straight-A students.
Everybody needs help."
Truitt said all the students working together helps both the mentor
and the students. "If you've ever
tutored, it winds up making you
much better on your tests." he said.
Truitt said personal time may
be cut into due to the amount of
time dealing with other students in
the program; it is a minor sacrifice
compared to what comes out of it.

reported being verbally
abused while working a booth
a May Daze. There is one
suspect.
PASSING BAD CHECKS
May 7: Carl Albright, manager
of Joe's Card Shop in
Vandalia. reported a man
purchased basketball cards
from his booth at the Nutter
Center baseball card show oi.
March 19 with a check that
was returned due to lack of
funds.
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
May 6: A vehicle owned by
Richard Darner, Xenia, was
struck by an unknown vehicle
while it was parked in the
Allyn Lot. The unknown
vehicle left the scene of the
accident.

I II I. D K P O T :
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continued from page 1

• Bayer aspirin (24 tablets):
specials on hot dogs and hot dog
$3.59
buns for the grand opening.
• Dinty Moore beef stew
The Depot got its name through
(24 oz.): $3.65
a campus-wide contest. Student
• Kingsford charcoal
Mark Bordner came up with the
briquets (5 lbs.): $3.79
winning entry. Bordner received a
• Pepsi (2-liter): $1.99
meal card worth $500 for naming
• Naturlce frozen fruit
drink (small — 15 oz.):
The Depot.
$1.59
Some students, shopping as
• White Rain shampoo (15
electric drills whined and
oz.): $1.99
countertops were fitted into place,
said they liked being able to walk
inside WSU's convenience store policy to sell only Pepsi on-campus.)
for the first time.
"The selections are a lot bet"I think if s gonna be real nice."
said Woods resident Rachel ter." said Tracy Feathers, also a
Woods
resident.
Murray, carrying a plastic "bottle'
The Depot opens at 11 a.m.
of Coke. "It's nice to have a place
where you can buy bottles of pop." Monday through Friday. Monday(Simko said Marriott reached Thursday the store closes at 8 p.m. ;
an agreement with WSU to allow Fridays The Depot shuts down at 5
the sale of Coca-Cola in The De- p.m. On weekends the store is
pot. an exception to the university closed.
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NOW HIRING TEAM EMPLOYEES

The Boulevard Grille. Mail at Fairfield Commons,
is now hiring:
SERVERS. BUSSERS, LINE
COOKS and DISHWASHERS
at competitive wages. Apply
in person at the restaurant
entrance between JC Penny's
and Parisians.
Tues.-Fri. 9AM - 5PM.

A BETTER RESUME
As a former Personnel Manager, I'll write a resume
that will get you attention, respect, and the job you wantl
I will also recommend the best way to market your
kills, talents, strengths, abilities and qualifications,
and how to negotiate the best salar
Student Discount i
Bring in this ad

M3333SLfern

LASER PRINTING • ONE DAY SERVICE
MILITARY CONVERSIONS • SENIOR CITIZENS • EXECUTIVES
STUOENTS • HANDICAPPED PERSONS • ALL TRAPES * PROFESSIONS

409 RED HAW ROAD

278*3X42

Need Extra Cash?
N e w Donors
Earn up to $50 1st Week
R e t u r n Donors
Earn $160 or more per month
Couples Earn
Earn $320 or more per month
Cash and prize Givaways

Plasma Alliance, Inc.
"People Helping People"
165 E. Helena St.

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon-Thurs 7:00-9:30
Sat & Sun 8:00-5:00
Call for ID info
224-1973

: - - - 4 '.

Friday 7:00-9:00

RTA
Bus 22

photo by Todd Hall
According to Amy Sues of the WSU Wellness Center, working out with free weights is a
great way of controlling weight, reducing stress and preventing heart disease.

Pumping up at fitness center
proves healthful for your heart
great... I just thought I should start
doing something before I started
getting too huge," said Hodges.
Amv Sues, a health educator at
Since its opening Jan. 31. at
least 2.400 Wright State users have the WSU Wellness Center agrees
that
exercise, along with a healthy
sweated up a storm in a new fitness
center located on the ground floor diet, is a good start at controlling
weight.
of the Student Union.
"There's been a tremendous
response." said Lee Dutcil. recreHOW TO FIND
ation manager of the University
Center. "A lot of people still don't
VOl R TARGKT
know we're here. I think when the
HEART RANGK
new atrium opens then the word
will get out even more."
220 - your age x 0.6 =
Dutcil said the equipment in
bottom of your range
the new center, including life steps,
220 - your age x 0.8 =
stationary bikes, treadmills, ski
top of your range
machines, a runner (designed for
people in wheelchairs), weight
To find your heart rate
machines and free weights, was
take your pulse at the
selected to provide the users with
wrist or neck for 15
"a full range of exercise."
seconds and multiply by
A new gymnasium and an
four.
aerobics room to accompany the
fitness center are in the works.
Sues added that along with
Cathy Bowman, a senior math
education major, recently started weight control, exercise has other
using the center and believes she benefits like helping prevent heart
will make it a habit. "It's a lot of disease and reduce stress.
"Heart disease is a great deal
hard work but I can feel it already."
hereditary but also it's lifestyle
said Bowman.
Student Russ Hodges started too." Sues said. "Exercise with a
working out because he was wor- healthy diet will help lowcrcholesried about his weight. "The equip- terol and strengthen your heart."
Sues believes stress reduction
ment is great a lot better than the
Nutter Center and the hours are is an important benefit to college

By GINA V. GOMEZ
Special Writer

students.
"It (exercise) reduces stress.
And college students are naturally
under a lot of stress. It seems like it
would just be another thing — like
exercise would take up extra time
— but actually it works in a positive way," said Sues.
To increase the chance of success and decrease the chance for
injury Sues advises everyone to
learn how to find and work within
their -target head range' and to
find the type of activity they like
best and "make it a lifestyle"
Sues also advisesfitnesscenter
users check with their doctors before beginning strenuous exercise
programs, especially if they have
prior injuries.
All fitness center users are required to go through an orientation
which lasts approximately 45 minutes before they are allowed to use
the facility. To sign up fc. an orientation call thefitnesscenter at 8735505.
For WSU students use ot the
fitness center is free. For faculty,
staff, retirees and alumni memberships are S31.80 per individual and
$53.00 for families.
Thefitnesscenter is open Monday through Thursday 8 a.m. to 10
p.m.; Friday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. and
Saturday and Sunday 10 a.m. to 6
P m.
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Opinion
Multicultural div

'ity involves everyone

Thcpurpo. . r any multicultural course last fall. Dr. Bellisari apclass or training, says Robinson- plied for and received a grant to
Armstrong, "is to increase the get the proposed Gen Ed class
The Native-Americans have a awareness of the similarities and underway.
"This type of course is espesaying, 'Mitakuye Oyasin,' ("We differences of cultures other than
are all related"). Or in the words our own; and the ability to incor- cially useful in developing a
of Anna Bellisari, anthropology porate and synthesize different deeper level of knowledge of culprofessor, "We are all inter-related."
Bellisari is about to compose
the syllabus for a proposed
ulticulturalism provides a way
Multicultural Diversity class
ing at the world through an u
which will become part of the
unprejudiced
and informed perspective.
General Education requirements
for incoming freshmen at WSU.
Diversity has been quite the
buzz word on the WSU campus
recently, and every person de- systems of cultural knowledge tures and the roles it plays in
directing the behavior of human
fines it differently. This is be- into our own."
The Multicultural Diversity beings, and that is suitable for
cause each person brings with
them their own ethnic perspec- class will compliment President many, many people here at this
tives and personal biases when Harley Flack's decision to incor- u n i v e r s i t y , " said R o b i n s o n porate the Office of Multicultural Armstrong.
confronted by diverse cultures.
"But I would hope that in the
Multiculturalism provides a Affairs to fit into the overall advery near future we could begin
way of looking at the world ministrative structure.
"I am committed to building a to work together to incorporate
through an unbiased, unprejudiced and informed perspective. campus community that is open multiculturism across the curricuYou only have to take a look and responsive to all of our stu- lum."
Primarily
because
around the WSU campus to con- dents, all of our faculty and all of
front diversity. Abbie Robinson- our staff," Flack said in the May multiculturism is an abstract conArmstrong. Associate Vice-Presi- 3 issue of the University Times. cept, she said, it is a concept that
dent for Multicultural Affairs, "This is a top priority for our cannot be grasped unless it can
describes diversity as including administration ... " Diversity be encountered in a concrete way.
"If we are going to change
trai ning
a g e ,
at all lev- those people who come through
gender.
els
of our lives here at Wright State
ethnicity
he purpose
for any e d u c a - University, we are going to have
(African
is to put multiculturism and its prinAmerimulticultural class or train- tion
b e c o m - ciples in a format which can be
c a n .
ing, says Robinson-Armstrong, ing the extracted and used on a day-toAsian
"is to increase the awareness of norm for day fashion by all of us." she
American. Eu- the similarities and differences of e f f e c - said.
Robinson-Armstrong stresses
tively
rope a n
cultures other than our own ... " teaching the need for infusing it across the
A meri students curriculum so people can benefit
c a n .
"
from a from its practical uses.
H i s "Certainly there is a need for
panic American. Native Ameri- variety of backgrounds.
Last Thursday a brainstorm- this kind of course because there
can), socioeconomic status, race,
physical or mental ability and ing session was held by both fac- are people out there who have a
ulty and students to lay the profound interest in culture, and
sexual orientation.
The proposed diversity class groundwork for the diversity the way it directs human behavwill be taught from the perspec- class. Toby Pinkerton, Student ior," she states, "but there is also
tive of the cultures being taught, Government president-elect, sug- a need to make certain that we
much like any anthropology class. gested the idea for a multicultural don't stop there."

By PAMELA HERSHEY
Op-Ed Editor
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Letters to the Editor

S.O.L.D.
thanks
volunteers
On April 22 the Wright State
Volunteer program sponsored a
clean up campaign as a part of
National Volunteer Week.
The Interfraternity Council
and the Panhellenic Council had
over 40 volunteers help clean up
campus.
With their assistance, we were
able to complete all areas targeted as problems by Physical
Plant.
This includes Loop Road,
Colonel Glenn Highway between
Loop Road and the Nutter Center, Springwood Lane. Raider
Road and behind Parking Lot 7.
We wanted to take this opportunity to thank these two groups
for supporting ourefforts in keeping our campus beautiful and
getting involved with our National Volunteer Week activities.
SHELLY MORRIS
Graduate Assistant
S.O.L.D. Office

Op-Ed stands for Opinions &
Editorials. In The Guardian, the
Op-Ed page consists of:
• Editorial and political cartoons
• Opinion columns by staff members
and guest writers
• Letters to the editor
• Photographs
• The Guardian staff box
The Op-Ed pages are an open
forum for the exchange of
viewpoints. Topics addressed
include issues directly affecting
Wright State University, concerns
of college students, and issues
relevant to the Miami Valley region
and the state of Ohio.
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Diversity programs celebrate and educate
In response to a letter in The
Guardian's May 4 issue, what Ms.
Drennen fails to understand is the
purpose for diversity programs and
publications. She asked the question
how can we justify these actions, 1
will respond.
First of all you must realize the
purpose of diversity and diversity
programs is to educate the uneducated who have come through the
United States Eurocentric education
system.
Since the time you began school
you have been taught the ideals and
the history of the Europeans. The
Romans. The Greeks. Medieval
times. Age of exploration. Diversity
programs celebrate and educate
people to the contributions of other
cultures and ethnic groups.
The simple fact is that I'll be willing to bet that you, from your educational experience, can tell me about
Ben Franklin, Thomas Edison,
Alexander Graham Bell and Abraham
Lincoln. But can you tell me about
Dr. Daniel Hale Williams, Benjamin
Bamiker, Charles Drew, Caesar
Chavez or any others? If you can't,
that's the reason for programs like
African-American bingo.
As for "White Anglo-Saxon Protestant" history, you need only look in
your trusty WSU undergraduate cata-

log at required courses HST 101,
102 and 103.
If you really want to know where
the consistencies lie, they lie with
your side. Programs like the AfricanAmerican bingo depends on other
people's willingness to go. They are
voluntary. We, white, black or hispanic, are required to learn your
history.

And that's just to name one.
In my PLS 200 class a student
asked a question, "Since when have
laws been racial?" Questions like that
and yours are the same type of questions ignorance breeds. "If you're
white take a walk"?! I'll tell you were
to walk.
Why don't you walk yourself to a
class, program, or individual who

F

irst of all you must realize that the purpose of
diversity programs is to educate (those) who have
come through the United States Eurocentric education
system.
Your complaint with the Black
Collegiate magazine if you were an
African-American you'd understand
the need for the publication. Let me
ask you, in how many classes are you
the only white? As an African-American we deal with different issues than,
as Ross Perot says, "you people."
This society is geared towards "you
people".
You may not have a magazine
called White Collegiate but there are
plenty of publications w ith a white
orientation. For example, U. Magazine which comes in The Guardian
every so often is very white-oriented.

will teach you something. Why don't
you seek answers to the questions
you ask, instead of condemning diversity?
I suppose it was best said by contemporary urban poet Chris Parker
(KRS-ONE), "What one doesn't
know about the other ones' culture/
Ignorance swoops down like a vulture."
I've learned my part, from kindergarten to Wright State. It's time for
you to learn yours.
MARK K. RIDGILL
\kron

I
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Volumes for sale benefit libraries

New ombudsperson
hones mediation skills
cation of the ombudsperson's office and updating University procedures for distributing informaApril 27. WSU President tion to students.
Shuman takes office in July.
v Flack appointed Kelly
Shu an. 22. Wright Slate's new She currently assists University
Ombudsman
John Stanton.
ombudsperson.
Shuinan. an organizational Shuman belongs to Phi Mu sororcommunication major, was ap- ity and is conference coordinator
pointed b_\ Mack alter he received for WSU's ConDel communicaa recommendation from a seven- tion conference.
Shuman became interested in
member advisory committee.
The ombudsperson serves three the ombudsperson position during
major purposes for the university: her freshman year in college. She
educator for University policies and received help with a problem from
procedures; mediator for disputes Stanton, who she said served as her
between students and campus or- inspiration for wanting to help othganizations: and advisor, seeking ers.
Stanton said. "I hope the
speedy and equitable solutions for
ombudsperson office continues the
those in need of service.
"I am very open and easy to talk momentum that thisoffice has built
to, and I am dedicated to helping over the past four years." Stanton
others solve their problems." added. "This hope isn't unrealistic
when you consider Kelly 's ability,
Shuman said.
Shuinan' s agenda i nc I udes pub- because she is a fine example of
lici/ing the new Student Union lo- what an ombudsperson should be."
KAREN I'ATTON
•:il Writer

Historical novelist Allan Eckert (seated) signs a book for a fan at the first Wright
Book Fair in the Nutter Center May 14. Fair proceeds help support WSU libraries.

MEL GIBSON * JODIE FOSTER • JAMES GARNER

PLW IT SMART THIS SUMMER.
Our full selection of •.umrr.fr courses lets you keep learning while vou enjoy the warm weather
pleasures of a grejt city.
• Convenient campus housing
Half pnee tuition for all undergraduate
• Indians baseball. Blossom Music Center,
night Site in the flats, theater museums,
Dozens ot cuttings in the humanities anil
park lands
arts mathematics, natural sciences, social
Register between April 25 and June 7. Call
sciences, engineering, and management
or write (or a schedule
Intensive two-semester sequcnccs in
chemistry and physics to meet ptemcdic.il
and predental requirements ami introduce
these topics to all interested students
CASt WESTERN' RESERVE UNIVERSITY
Summer Session
College of Aits ind Sciences, 'th flour Cnwfixd
CWRl' Summer 94 Jun. 7 August 2*
•Chemistry JIIJ ptnsKS intensive!
10900 Euclid As*nu(, Gotland Oil 441C6-70S8
have slightly cSiMerent ilalrs
(2i6i mm

Have a
graduation
story to tell?
We w a n t t o hear it. We
w a n t y o u r stories f o r an
upcoming speciai issue on
GRADUATION.

OPENS MAY 20™ EVERYWHERE

CONTACT THE SPOTLIGHT EDITOR AT 8735539 OR STOP BY THE GUARDIAN IN THE
NEW STUDENT UNION
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Joseph Smith Ampleforth plans to get Nexus
publication schedule back on track next year.

Lee May said he hopes to tap hidden potential at
WWSU.

Joanne (Jo) Huist Smith wants to inject
creativity into The Guardian in 1994-95.

Student media leaders disclose 1994-95 plans
N
WSU's

E

X

literature

U

S

and

art

W
journal

Joseph Smith Ampleforth will return next year as editor
of Nexus. Wright State's literature and art journal. Ampleforth
said he's glad the Student Media Committee reappointed
him so he can see the projects he began this year come to
fruition.
One aim Ampleforth hopes to accomplish is to get
Nexus' publication schedule back on track. The magazine
should appear three times annually, but only four issues
were released in the last two years. The next Nexus will be
out around May 30. he said, but future issues should be
available before the end of each quarter.
The upcoming journal centers on ritual and rebellion, a
theme Ampleforth said grew out of the past two issues. The
current issue is concerned with creating new myths and
living by or destroying old myths, he said.
"We try to make Nexus a project that reflects where we
are." Ampleforth added.
But Ampleforth said potential contributors shouldn't
worry if their work doesn't precisely fit the theme ol this
issue, because the interpretation of ritual and rebellion
varies from person to person.
Ampleforth also plans to focus on a series of readings
throughout the year by students as well as outside authors.
Interested students arc encouraged to apply for Nexus
marketing manager and associate editor for 1994-95. Pick
up applications in E 186-G Student Union.

WSU's

W
campus

S

THE

U
radio

station

WSU's

GUARDIAN
student

newspaper

Although Joanne (Jo) Huist Smith said she likes what she
Lee May. WWSU's general manager for the 1994-95
sees in The Guardian this year, she plans to make a few
academic year, said his primary goal for the campus radio
changes
as next year's editor-in-chief.
station is to make the organization more visible on
"1 would really like to see the staff of the paper become
campus. May. a business management major, officially
more diverse." Smith said. All Guardian positions re-open
takes over after spring graduation.
summer quarter, and Smith is currently accepting applica"WWSU has a lot of potential that's been hiding that
tions.
I think me and my staff can bring out." he said, although
Applications are available in E 186-J Student Union.
next year's director positions have yet to be filled. "All
She said she hopes all interested students, regardless of
positions arc up and I encourage anyone and everyone
experience, will apply. Smith said she's looking lorcreative
who thinks they can contribute to apply." Applications
staffers with new ideas as much as experienced writers,
arc available in E 190-C Student Union.
editors and managers.
After a summer off-the-air because of campus con"We're students — we're not supposed to have a great
struction. WWSU directors will return to school three
deal of experience." she said. "Experience can be developed
weeks early for the fall quarter. May said he already has
at
the
paper.
some ideas about potential station changes, but he'll
Smith added she hopes students who think changes
brainstorm with his staffers this summer to clarify specifshould be made at The Guardian will also apply.
ics.
Look for more in-depih articles in the paper next year.
A fonnat change, however, is not in the works for the
UH». Smith said she will try to include more extensively
station. May said he sees no problems with the current
researched stories when she assumes her new position in
format, but he may change the way it is presented.
student media.
May has been with WWSU for about a year as training
"I also want to make the Guardian stall more visible lo
director. His responsibilities include training DJs in all
the campus." Smith said. She said she will start b\ including
aspects of radio so they eventually can obtain an FCC
I writers' photographs next to their bylines in the paper to let
license. He said he enjoys directing people and seeing
the WSU community know who to contact when news
them grow as they learn more about radio and technolhappens.
ogy.

The Guardian
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Brandon Lee shares fate of alter-ego in The Crow
THE CROW * * *
Brandon Lee. son of the legendary Bruce
Lee. had a lot in common with Eric Draven.
his character in The Crow. Both were engaged and died within a matter of weeks
from their wedding day. both were young
and they both witness a similar fate.
A gun. supposedly loaded with blanks,
killed Lee on The Crow's set in March 1993.
Draven. a rock singer, was killed when
he tried to save his fiancee (Sofia Shinas)
from a gang of punks on Devil's Night, the
day before Halloween. The gang raped the
woman and killed her. then shot Draven and
threw him out a window. He plunged six
floors to his death.
A year later a large black crow perches
on Draven's tombstone and the dead man is
miraculously brought back to life. Now all
he wants to do is avenge the death of his
fiancee. He returns to his home where the
murders took place and relives the events of
that evening.
Draven paints his face an evil white with
black highlights, similar to the makeup of
Kiss, and heads out to find the people that
ruined his life and pay them back.
The vigilante plot of The Crow is predictable but exciting to watch. Lee gives a
magnificent performance as does the rest of
the cast. Ernie Hudson (Ghosibusiers) plays
the beat cop in charge of the investigation
who helps Draven get even.
The Crow is a movie about revenge,
something most people enjoy and Draven is
a character the audience feels sorry for. He
lost everything he had — his girlfriend, his
dreams and his life. The audience will see
him as a dark hero.
Miramax Films, the company that gave
us acclaimed films such as The Piano and
The Crying Game, released The Crow in
l .000 theaters, their largest release to date
and the film opened to one of the largest
audiences of 1994.
It earned $11.7 million during its opening weekend. It's just too bad Brandon Lee
isn't alive to celebrate the film's success.
{Anthony Shoemaker)

Guardian
Jobs Now
Open!
See the ad on
page 16 for more
information about
these positions.
Hurry, The
Application
Deadline Is This
Friday, May 20th

Gukrdian

CROOKLYN ***
Spike Lee returns after an almost twoyear hiatus following the release of Malcolm
X with this sweet little film about a family
struggling to survive in 1970s Brooklyn.
This time out Lee has created a film that
is virtually free of controversial material,
unlike his excel lentfilmsDo the Right Thing.
Jungle Fever and Malcolm X. This film is
about typical life.

your basic family story. There is. however,
one difference — the acting is great, making
up for Lee's jumbled story. The film also
contains magnificent music by composer
Terence Blan
well as a large assortment of'70s
Crooklyn i
ew and as lar as
Lee's direction
cd, it is a disappointment. But tin.
Woodard. Lindo.
Harris and the rest ol ih«i farvelous cast play

Zelda Harris (left) plays Troy Carmichael, the 10-year-old daughter of
Woody Carmichael (Delroy Lindo), in Spike Lee's latest joint, Crooklyn.
The Carmichael family lives in acramped
three-story home surrounded by weirdos.
Their neighbor next door has a dozen dogs
and smells like a sewer and there arc two
druggies that hang out on their stoop.
Carolyn Carmichael. played marvclously
by Alfre Woodard. is a struggling school
teacher trying to support her five children
and her husband. Woody Carmichael (Delroy
Lindo) is a jazz musician who rarely earns a
dime and is a boarder in his own home.
The main character in Crooklyn is the
Carmichael'sonly daughter. Troy, spectacularly portrayed by newcomer Zelda Harris, a
10 year old who is trying to survive life with
her four annoying brothers.
The plot for this film is simple — it's

their roles makes this film very enjoyable.
(Anthony Shoemaker)
WHEN A MAN LOVES A WOMAN
• *
Stop me if you've heard this one before:
a happily married couple is torn apart by
alcoholism. Yes. it sounds vaguely familiar,
not unlike that long-ago Sunday night disease-of-the-week TV movie you caught at
your parents' house.
And that's the problem with this movie
— as hard as they try to transcend such
perceptions, thefilmmakersultimately wind
up surrendering to the melodramatic formula.
Michael and Alice Green (Andv Garcia

and Meg Ryan) seem to be the "perfect
couple" that only exists in movies like this.
They have two loving children, good jobs
and they still love each other passionately
after five years of marriage.
But,of course, all is not right in the Green
household. After a near fatal accident, Alice
reveals she is a closet alcoholic. She drinks
all day. every day. and still manages to hide
it from Michael, who is no less than astonished by this revelation. Alice goes into
detox and the couple tries to repair their
relationship.
If this film can boast anything, it's terrific performances—Garcia has never been
better than he is here, and director Luis
Mandoki coaxes outstanding performances
from very young actresses Tina Majorino
and Mac Whitman.
But it's Ryan who saves this film from
total disaster. She is simply phenomenal as
Alice, vacillating from her usual bright, sunny
presence to a dark, hostile force that erupts
like a volcano.
It's loo bad such strong actors are wasted
on such a weak movie. Ryan and Garcia are
expected to hold the entire weight of the
film. and. for a time, they make you vividly
feel the pain and frustration of a wrecked
marriage. But the script never adequately
explores that pain, choosing instead to gloss
over its subject matter with tons of
psychobabble and therapy-speak.
Alice's descent and recovery are seen
entirely from Michael's point of view rather
than her own, so she remains a frustrating
enigma throughout — we arc left as completely clueless as Michael is as to why a
bright, attractive woman with a loving family and a promising career would want to
drink herself into oblivion.
Even worse is the tacked-on "happy ending" which seems completely out of place
and undeserved, considering the second half
of the film is devoted to explaining why this
couple shouldn't be together. And haven't
we seen this movie before anyway? When a
Man Loves a Woman is just as clichcd and
overdone as its title song. (Robert Meeker)

Give Blood! You'll get a warm fuzzy for it.
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY'S
SPRING BLOOD DRIVE
WEDNESDAY MAY 25. 1994.
11:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.
IN THE NEW STUDENT UNION DANCE STUDIO
$ 1 0 0 IN PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN TO THE GREEK ORGANIZATION. STUDENT ORGANIZATION OR
RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY THAT DONATES THE HIGHEST PERCENTAGE OF BLOOD. HELP
CONTINUE THE TRADITION AND MAKE THIS ANOTHER WARM FUZZY ACTIVITY.
CO-SPONSORED BY RESIDENCE SERVICES, CAMPUS ACTIVITIES,
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER AND THE WELLNESS COMMIITTEE.
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International exchanges enhance college experience
By KAV1TA S. HATWALKAR
Staff Writer
Are you lired of the usual college routine? Are you ready for
something newand exciting? Rory
Golden of WSU's office of international programs (OIP) suggests
taking a trip to a foreign country
and expanding your horizons.
"The American college experience does not prepare us to know
who we arc as individuals." Golden
said. He feels a trip overseas can
greatly enhance students' collegiate
life.
OIP will award two S500 scholarships for fall study in France.
Italy. Chile and Australia and one
full minority fellowship and two
$750scholarships for summer 1995
exchanges to Brazil, China or Japan. The minority fellowship, a
trip paid in full, can he worth up to
$3000.
To be eligible to receive this
scholarship, a student must have a
minimum cumulative g.p.a. of 2.5,
a second-year standing by the fall
quarter prior to the trip, two written
letters of recommendation (at least

ptioto courtesy ol Rory GoWei.

Brent Young, director of Student Employment, and Mindy Young, adult and transfer
services, show off their big hair for the Office of International Programs. The WSU
community can cast their votes for the biggest hair on campus at tables in Allyn Hall and
the University Center through this afternoon.
one by a WSU professor), a onepage. single-spaced essay and an
interview with the vice-president
of student affairs and the office of
international student programs
staff. The top three candidates will
be interviewed.
Scholarship applications for
summer exchanges and fall study
programs are due to the office by

May 27.
The summer exchange has occurred yearly for the past 15 years
with Wright Slate's sister universities in Brazil, China and Japan.
Each year about 30 students, averaging lOpercountry, study abroad.
The one month cultural exchange
occurs inside and outside the classroom.

There are classes, usually lectures about the countries, but many
other sources for learning exist,
such as field trips. Touring is an
integral part of the exchange as
well.
Students can earn academic
credit through an indepenedent
study and the exchange doesn't
interrupt the course of study. A

summer exchange program isavailable in England as well.
The fall and spring studies arc
gaining momentum.
Although only two years old
with four students participating on
average, the officc of international
student programs tries to provide
more resources for students who
wish to study abroad during the
year.
There are opport uni t ies to study
language, culture and history in
Chile, Spain and France; international business in Italy and a'
plethora of subjects in Australia. In
winter 1995 students can study in
Germany, learning language, culture and history, and in New
Zealand.
"This is the best experience a
student can gel as an undergrad,"
Golden said.
"Money needn't be the thing
that keeps people from going," he
stressed.
The trips are reasonably priced,
according to Golden.
For additional details about
this or any other international student program, call 873-2712.

The dictionary has at
least three definitions for
"value" So do we.
Maanlosb'LC575 5/160,
oUemal AffUi'D"1 JOOi litis CD-ROM
Dritr, AffhT MnanI Hand mouse

Only $1,771.00.

/tevrllnotr 1451! 4M.

Only $1,264.00.

Maanktsb Quadra' 610 8/2J0. J P W
mtemal AfphCD" JOOi CD-KOM Dritr, Affile'Color
litis 14''Dtylay. Affile Fxtended Keyboard II ami mouse.

Only $2354.00.

Giving people more value for their money has made Macintosh" the best-selling per- your budget. Meaning you get it all. Power. Quality. And affordability. So, if that
sonal computer on campuses and across the country for
sounds like a value to you, see below for where you
Affordable computers from Apple.
the past two years' And that's a trend that is likely to
can purchase a Macintosh today
continue. Because there are Macintosh and PowerBook" models available within at special student prices. And leave your dictionary at home.

Applet.

For all of your computer needs visit
Computing Services, 025 Library Annex or call 873-4827.
Or call Apple Computer directly at

1-800-877-4433, ext. 704
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MOVIES IN THE SPIRIT
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Staff W r i t e r

THURSDAY, MAY 19
"Fa! Munroe." "Nightride" and
"Seven Songs for Malcolm X"
Dayton Art Institute. 7 p.m.

Ri iche

Promoting utHiersianuing
among cultures, the Dayton Visual
Arts Center* DV AC ) presents Mm
collective focus on African Amen
can anil Appalachian coinmunil
Four Jays of drama and c<
edy. short and feature-length fi

mm
worl
lerei

at pcopl
KTieitce

FRIDAY, MAY 20
"Sweet Polato Ride" and "Long
Journey Home"
New Neon Movies. 7 p.m

^ ^ T J c o p l e think culture is in New York
JL City. It's not something you have to
drive 10 hours to see."
—Julia Reichert

SATURDAY, MAY 21
"Beautyful Ones," "Dreadful
Memories" and "A Place of
Rage"
Dayton An Institute, noon
-Julie: Old Time Tales of the
Blue Ridge" and "Kiss
Grandmama Goodbye"
New Neon Movies. 3 p m
X the Baby Cinema."
Hairpiece: A Film for NappyHeaded People," "August" and
"Unbroken Tradition"
New Neon Movies. 7 p.m.

Ni
people who arc WSl- people gel
cut off from the culture righi around
them."
"People think culture is in New
York City." Reichert added. "It's
not something you have to drive 10

M.i
major, worked as a grip during lite
"Nighlride" shoot in Ken lucky
Grips are charged with running
lights, camera support and rigging
(lite physical behind-the-scenes

E D D I E

John M;i
major, also
' Nighirider
"I remei

grip ior
is one of

$20 lor all six screenings and are
available in advance from the Creative Presence, ihe New Neon
Movies or l ) V AC. For mm- in/ormotion, coll 224-DVAC.

SUNDAY. MAY 22
"Plow the Sky," "Minnie Black's
Gourd Band," "The Hunger of
Memory." "Singing Stream,"
Chairmaker" and "What cha
Gonna Do About Hate?"
Dayton Art Institute. 3 p.m.

M U R P H Y
Do ijou have a fpiend,
bpothep, sisfep, cousin ^
wko's G R A D U A T I h G ?

m
I . IN FOR

*; IHE RD
IE 3
li QF HIS
h LIFE.

^

<1^* Send them a Special
Gpaduation Wish in
The Guapdian'next week!

Oyly $2fat35
C&tht te. lit

E-19QC tU hit#

\i*^OAr>

M-J- fall yow

Qi/Uutfc&h . .MOW!
Mil nciuais mi HQ HfllaMR H mmtmrnn N
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Deadline for Graduation Wishes is
Friday, May 20th! So Hurry!
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Bring on Navy!
Athlete of
the Week
BASEBALL
Mike Innis and Sean Sullins

The Scores
FROM LAST WEEK
BASEBALL
Dayton 10, WSU 5
WSU 20. Cleveland State 6
WSU 5. Valparaiso 4
WSU 3, Valparaiso 0
WSU 2, Valparaiso 0
WSU 17, Dayton 7

The Sports
Calendar
Thursday, May 19
NCAA Tournament Play-In
(Best-Of-Three)
WSU vs. Navy at 1:30 p.m. at
Wright Stadium
WSU vs. Navy 30 minutes
after game one
Friday, May 20
WSU vs. Navy at 4 p.m. at
Wright Stadium, if necessary

Saturday, May 21
WSU Lacrosse Club at the
University of Toledo
Tournament

Sunday, May 22
WSU Lacross Club at the
Unversity of Toledo
Tournament

Monday, May 23
NCAA Bids announced
at 3 p.m.

By SHELLEY GARWOOD
Associate Writer
It came down to ihc wire, but
Wright Slate's baseball team can
call itself the Mid-Continent Conference Champions once again.
For the third consecutive year.
WSU Head Coach Ron Nischwitz
has led the Raiders to a first place
finish in the Mid-Con.
It was a close race, considering
rival Eastern Illinois was in first
place going into play this past weekend. but with confidence and hard
work, the Raiders were undaunted.
WSU beat Mid-Con opponent
Valparaiso on May 12 to the tune
of 5-4.
The Raiders continued their hot
streak by shutting out the Crusaders 3-0 and 2-0 in a doublehcader
the following day. bringing their
record to 16-8 in the conference
and 35-19 overall.
Since Eastern Illinois was
beaten by Youngstown State on
May 12 in a doublcheader. WSU
moved past the Panthers in the
standings and was able to claim the
Mid-Con title.
"It was our most important
game of the year." said sophomore
pitcher Sean Sul li ns. who pitched a
shutout in game two on May 13. "It
was an intense game. We did our
best and I think we can go all the
way."
Nischwitzcertainly agrees with
the players.
The pitchers really performed

well." he said. "I thought we had a
good shot, and luckily Youngstown
helped us by beating Eastern. We
were backed against a wall, but in
the end we came through."
"It was a good win for us and
the team has really come together."
said first baseman Neil Szeryk. "We
tried not to put lo much pressure on
ourselves and just play our best."
The players believe the team
effort is a big factor which will
enable them to continue the current
winning streak and beat Navy, the
Patriot Conference Champions,
who the Raiders will play a bestof-threc series starting on Thursday afternoon at one. The winner
of the series gets an automatic spot
in the NCAA tournament.
"The whole team had been playing well." said third baseman Kris
Jarosz. "I think the way we've been
playing shows we're on top of our
game and will be tough to beat."
In the midst of all the competition. though, the team is still enjoying themselves.
"It isalot more fun when you're
winning." said Jarosz. "We're looking forward lo the game against
Navy."
The game against Navy is a
great opportunity for Wright State
baseball, according to Nischwitz.
"This will be our first opportunity to earn our way into a NCAA
playoff situation. Not only will this
be good for the program, but it will
give added exposure to athletes
who have performed well this sea-

photo by Scott Cozzolino

Kris Jarosz provided the offense against Valparaiso, and ...

in the World Series and I want the
others to have that opportunity."
he said. "If we continue key hitting
and pitching and playing tough we
have a good chance."
The Raiders continued their
winning streak by defeating Dayton 17-7 on Monday in nine innings. Szeryk had a home run and
a triple with three RBI. Jarosz.
Hampton and catcher Rod Miller
all provided doubles to help in the
win.
"Beating Dayton will certainly
add to building our confidence
level," said Nischwitz. "Going into
the tournament with a lot ot wins
will help us rise to the occasion an '
continue to make it happen. I hope
more students will come watch us
as we continue to pursue our goal."
Wright State will host the Naval Academy in a doublehcader on
May 19 at 1:30 p.m.. then again 30
minutes after game one. If necessary. a third game will be played
May 20 at 4 p.m. to determine who
goes to the NCAA regionals the
following weekend.
... Joe Nadeau helped continue the winning streak, pitching 5 innings against UD.
son. such as Szeryk, Jarosz and
outfielders Doug Lowe and Aaron
Hampton," he said.
Szeryk. who played in the College World Series as an Oklahoma
State Cowboy, feels WSU has a
good shot at going far in the tournament.
"I had the experience of being

I
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WSU Lacrosse wins nailbiters
By RII.I. SHEA
Staff Writer
The Wright State Lacrosse
Club is slowly putting together
one of its best season's ever.
On April 30, the team headed
to Akron for a tournament. After
beating the host Zips, the Raiders
blanked Heidelburg.
'They (Akron) are a decent
team." said WSU Head Coach
Mike Pocppelmeier.
In addition tocoaching theclub.
Pocppclmeicr plays as well.
WSU hung tough in the tournament championship game before falling 7-6 in overtime to a
club from Pittsburgh.
The Raiders then took on their
cross-town rival, the Wright-Patt
Wings. May 7.
The rain-soaked match saw
WSU prevail over the Wings 109. The victory was the third straight
over Wright-Patt.
'The field was a mess, but everyone played well," said
Pocppelmeier.

A match the following day saw
the Raiders win another close one
against Cincinnati.
WSU allowed the Bearcats to
come within one goal of tying before winning the game. 12-11.
"We kind of let down at the
end," said Pocppclmeicr." We got
too comfortable with the lead."
The Raiders couldn't keep up
the frantic pace forever as Ohio
University overcame WSU in overtime May 14.
Poeppelmcier chalked the loss
up to the fact the Raiders were
missing six starters for a variety of
reasons.
The Raiders' coach has been
very happy with the fan support the
club has been getting.
"We get at least 30-50 people
showing up for every game," he
said.
Pocppelmeier is disappointed,
though, with what he sees as a lack
of support from the University.
"We're pretty much unrecognized on campus." he said.
Although Pocppclmeicr doesn't
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The WSU Lacrosse Club used aggressive play to win three of its last four matches.
feel this is the best team to ever
take the field for WSU, he feels it's
near the top.
"The talent and skill are there."
he said.
Despite the fact the team plays
with an aggressive style.

Pocppclmeicr pointed out goalie
Andy Sweetman has been a key
player this season.
"He's regarded as one of the
best goalies in the league,"
Pocppelmeier said. "He's having a
very good year so far."

Sweetman has averaged less
than two goals a game when he's
played. He missed the game against
the Bobcats at OU.
The club wraps up its season
with a tournament at the University of Toledo on May 21-22.

Hylton Dayes going to James Madison,

Hylton Dayes

EARN WHILE
YOU LEARN
SUMMER RESEARCH
OPPORTUNITY
The Summer Research Internship Program
is an eight-week research experience (June
13-August 5. 1994) for minority and
health sciences and
The program features direct
in research activities for faculty
and eiplorauon of oppwtunities for
graduate and professional study at Wright
State University and Central State
University. The program is a cooperative
venture between the facilities of WSU and
CSU. Each Summer intern will receive a
stipend and college credit- If needed.
housing and meals are available in a student
dormitory ai WSU.
Applicants should have a B average, have
completed 48 houis of undergraduate
courses at an accredited college or
university, be eligible feefinancialaid. and
be U.S. citizens
For an application, please contact Dr Nancy
' Bigley (873-2824) or Dr Pamela S. Fink
(873-2371). Department of Microbiology
and Immunology, 409 Oelman Hall. Wright
Stale University, 3640 Col. Glenn Highway.
Dayton. Ohio 45435.

After 12 years as a Raider, both as a
player and as a coach, Hylton Dayes is
moving on.
Dayes resigned as the Wright State
women's soccer coach, and has accepted the
job of assistant men's soccer coach at James
Madison University, starting July 1.
A native of Kingston, Jamaica, Dayes
put together a record of64-48-11 over seven
years as the Raiders' head coach, 7-11-1
final season at the helm.
"It's a good opportunity for me," said

Dayes. "(James Madison) is a good team and
they've had good success. It's going to be a
challenge."
With his resignation, Dayes means no
ill-will towards WSU, i.nly to further his
professional career.
"WSU has been very good to me, I was
very happy here," said Dayes "I'll always be
a Raider. I have mixed feelings, it's going to
be pretty tough to leave here, I have very
close relationships with coaches and the
administion here."

Dayes was inducted into the WSU Hall
of Fame inl991andwasnamcdthc school' s
Coach of the Year.
He joined the women's soccer coaching staff in 1985 as an assistant after spending four years (1982-85) as a player on the
men's team, graduating with an electrical
engineering degree.
During hisplaying career with the Raiders, Dayes earned Ail-American honors all
four years, the only student athlete in WSU
history to do so.

CONGRATULATIONS TO MARK BORDNER FOR
WINNING THE NAME THE FOODCOURT AND
CONVENIENCE STORE CONTESTI

'tywrii

Hot Dogs

NOW OPEN!
LOOK FOR GRAND OPENING MAY 23rd!
Grand Opening Specials May 23rd - 27th!
AVarriott.
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TANNING
SPECIAL

20
VISITS
$20.00

WE
TAN
30
PEOPLE
PER
HOUR
SINGLE

SESSIONS

$2.50
PER
SESSION

TAN-O-RAMA
Mon-Thurs 9:00 am - Mtdnignt
Fri 9:00 am - 8:00 pm
Sat & Sun 10:00 am - 8:00 pm
1128 N. B r o a d St.
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WSU can only look into the future
By MAGGIK HORSTMAN
Associate Writer
Believe it or not, after a 5-32-1
record. Wright State Softball Head
Coach, Sheila Nahrgang still has a
positive attitude.
She knew at the beginning of
the season the team was rebuilding
and it was going to be tough, and
with an upgraded schedule and an
average of six freshmen starters,
the season was an uphill battle.
Throughout the season, inexperience combined with key injuries haunted the Raiders, but
Nahrgang took it in stride.
She told the players to "push
that much harder to pick up the
slack." She was delightfully surprised at their work.
Nahrgang noted it was two
walk-on freshman who did especially good in the outfield when
two starters got injured.
Along with the injuries, the
Raiders seemed to have "bad innings" where they would commit
numerous errors or let easy runs
score.
They would also have games in
which their hitting was very poor,
as Nahrgang attributes the lack of
offense to inexperience.
The players "didn't quite realize what it takes (to play Division I
softball... the extra pressure put on
sometimes." she said, "but when
you play teams and only lose by
one or two runs, you can' t be disap-

Wright State's numerous fiek ing errors at crucial times con' ibuted to its 5-28-1 season.
pointed."
As she looks towards the upcoming off-season and preparation
for next spring. Nahrgang said she
wants to focus on "discipline at the
plate."
Patience and knowing which
pitch to hit or let go arc keys to
hitting in collegiate ball. In high
school a hitter faces mostly fast
balls, but in college the young players have to learn how to handle

"rise balls" and "junk," she said.
Her attitude on next season is
realistic. "We'll still be young. A
sophomore is not as experienced as
a senior." she said. "I don't think
we'll go out there and turn everything around right away, but we'll
improve."
So far, WSU has signed two lop
recruits for next season.
Angie Lala, who made All-State
this year from Marysville High

School, will be an immediate impact according to Nahrgang. Lima
Bath's. Amy Arnold, an infielder
with quickness and good hitting
skills, also signed.
Nahrgang feels her team is very
talented and has great potential for
being successful.
Her view on the Raiders for
years to come is by the time this
year's freshmen arc juniors and
seniors. WSU will be hard to heat.

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,
up to a $55,000 limit.
T h e offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

Fairborn
Next to Family Video
where all rentals are
just S9c

The Guardian

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

ptea&e

call us a t 3 7 3 - 5 5 3 7 .

Graduation Ad deadline is Thursday, May 19th
o r If you need a n o t h e r day Friday, May 2 0 t h .

Call 236-4811

I

Employment
Home/Rent
Personals
Services

flutos
HOT! WILD! Toyota Corroila
stationwagon with a luggage
rack! 165,000 miles, silver,
new tires. $500 or best offer
call 222-5623!!
For Sale: 1992 Geo Tracker,
soft top, great condition, fun
car, $9300 or best offer. Call
Kurt 435-8251.

Employment
Positions Open at The
Guardian! Staff Writers
needed. Salaries and work
hours vary for each position.
Stop by The Guardian in the
New Student Union (just past
the New Bookstore) and fill
out an application! Or call us
at 873-5537.
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - Earn up to
$8000+ in two months. Room
and board! Transportation!
Male or female. No
experience necessary. Call:
1-206-545-4155 ext. A5570.
INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT - Make up to
$2,000-$4,000+/mo. teaching
basic conversational
English in Japan. Taiwan, or
S. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian
languages required. For info,
call (206) 632-1146 ext.
J5570.
DAYTON AREA SUMMER
JOBS!!! College Craft
Housepainters is currently
hiring to fill Assistant
Manager & Team Painter
positions right here in the
Dayton area. Our
Assistant District Managers
earn $4,000 to $6,000 i n
the summer and our Team
Painters earn $3,400 to
$4,000. You will be
working with other students
and you are guaranteed
42.0 hours per week for
the entire summer! We
also offer opportunities for
advancement. Our
Student Managers earn
$8,000 to $12,000 during
the summer. Call 8736709 to speak to our
Dayton Division
Supervisor, to receive
more information and to
set up an on-campus
interview.

Classifieds
•

Guardian •

Summer help wanted for
welders and laborers in the
Lewisburg area. Preemployment drug screening
required. Call 513-454-8892.
ask for Kim.

AMAZING OPPORTUNITY
Special Prof
">nsolidate
Debt Lower
REstore Creu
APPROVED.
•assistance avana.
'ay
mortgage off SOONl
And
SAVE $$$$$. Call 513-2930044. ask for Doug.

general
Gay and lesbian students:
Become active in our civil
rights struggle! Receive
information on what action
you can take! Call 1-800-515GAYS(4297) for a recorded
message and leave your
name and/or address cind/or
phone number, or write to:
STAND UP FOR YOUR
RIGHTS, P.O. Box 3235,
Dayton. OH 45401-3235. You
can make a difference!

Large international business
expanding into China soon.
For an opportunity call (614)
621-8022.

Home/Rent
Renting an apartment? Be
sure to list it here... in The
Guardian Classifieds. 6,000
copies of this newspaper
reach students every week!

FINANCIAL MANAGERS Highly motivated individuals
interested in training for
management position with
one of the fastest GROWING
financial marketing
organizations in the country.
EXCELLENT INCOME
POTENTIAL send resume to:
Mr. Bullman, 3430 S. Dixie
Drive, Suite #202, Kettering,
Ohio 45439

FIRWOOD APARTMENTS:
Now signing summer and fall
leases. 1,2, & 3 bedroom
apts. available; water & heat
paid in most units; swimming
pool, sand volleyball, &
blacktop basketball; friendly
management, great prices!
Call 294-1030 or 258-1927,
or stop by 344-A Firwood Dr.
near Oakwood TODAY!

Dayton's Freshest
Select Coffee
A
Because it is
A
professionally ft
roasted and B
blended
H
locally by
V
the finest
v
coffee
^
specialists
anywhere!

[GOUWET

MfkM

Freih Custom Blended &
Roasted Coffees

COFFEETTGOURMET COFFEE

B

Call 873-5537 for information
Student Rata: S2.00 first 25 words
Non-Studant Rata: $5.00 first 25 words
$1.00 aach additional 25 words

Personals
Looking for someone special?
Why not market yourself...
right here...in The Guardian
Classifieds Personals section.
Describe your best qualities
and what your looking for in a
special person. See the
Classifieds banner above for
rates and information.
When you buy a Guardian
Classified, you can Just
leave the charge card at
home. At two bucks for 25
need It.
words, you won't nei
Affordable.. Effective.
Guardian
Classifieds!

General
Students Needed!
Earn u p to S2.000«/tno w o r k i n g for
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies
World Travel Summer and Full-Time
employment available N o experience
.virv For more information call ••
f i t * ' > 634-0468 e»t. C5S70

Give your fit
Graduatingfrienda
Special Qraduation Wish
May 25th in The Guardian's
r~7 Qraduation Issue

#2 for 35 words
Come to The Guardian
E-1S6K New Student Union
Deadline is Friday May 20th
So Hurry in!

jSocietB
V T

Part-time positions available in our
Check Processing Department.
Benefits include:
•Ttoition Reimbursement
/ P a i d Vacation and Holidays
/Flexible Scheduling
• 4 0 1 K Savings Plan
•On-the-job Training
•Banking Services
Positions average between 15-20 hours per
week, working 3 days per week. Additional
hours may be available. We offer a starting
salary of $5.50 per hour with promotional
increases to $6.08 and $6.75 per hour based on
productivity and quality of work. Hourly rate
includes base pay plus an 8% shift premium.

• BUY 1/2 POUND GET 1/2POUND I | BUY ONE CUP GET ONE CUPI f you have any questions concerning these
positions, contact Don Wheeler at 226-6242
Monday through Friday from noon to 7:00 pm.
S CSessi from m r SO woHdirtui
• M E
Mm , CIIOOM from rtj.Hr or l U n r . i
I O £
U

!FREE ^ i i F R E E ^

• c a » « m a l t * * k l n M cgftm

'

» Drl> Coff«. 1? <u ait

FINE CIGARS
BU Y THREE CIGARS GET ONE
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY!

You may complete an Employment Application
Monday through Friday 10 am to 2 pm. or send
resume to the address below:

SOCIETY/KEYCORP.
13th Floor
Human Resources
34 North Main St.
Dayton, Ohio 45402

EOE M/F/H/V

Wednesday, May 18. 1994
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COMICS & GAMES
GUARDIAN CROSSWORD

R.F.D.

T77
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victory
I Drunkard
ft I i M i v r e netting

ACROSS
1 Youngaifr
4 Health clubt
8 "UgltfaoM*

12. Lennon'-i wifr
13. S u n u p t i l t
14 T i f l ' l h o m e
13. S o u p served

cold
17. G u p

18 R e l a x e d
19 E g g 1

21 Fishing need
22 Summettiouie
26. Done in
29.SST.eg.

OUT O N A

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
39

BumwwtJ s w N e w
m O M l V E tOHfi. W W I " »
MM« O )

D i w n goddess
Scoop holder
Altar vows
Tavern
F a m e d batter
Staring
Jack L e r m n o n

50 A m e r i c a n lake
51 Flat
52. A u r a s D o l e n j
53 B l u h h r r r d
5 4 C a r mar
55 Soldiers
DOWN
1 Forum w r 2 Prt-med
3 C a t c h some Z»
4. Fall, e g
5 Walked
nervously
6 Cigar remnant
7. C u r l y a n d p a l s
H November ston
9 "Caught you!"
10. W r e s t l i n g

OFF THE MARK

21
,.

28. TV* '
29. Sr
32 B e i t . .
33 W e s t r
35 P e n f i l l
36 Rliythinic
38 K e y
39.fcggp u r d i a s e

42. For men only
43. B i g t r u c k
44 In current
condition
4 5 . Grass c o a l i n g
46 Wrath
4 7 Sassy t a l k

GUARDIAN WORPSEARCH

by Mark Paris)

DO IT AGAIN
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THE PALACE CLUB
M O N D A Y
lallLWaV
6»

DAVTON'S
ONLY

ALTERNATIVE - WWOTWAL - DANCE
THURSDAY

O

E

G

P U Z Z L E A N S W E R S

M A S S

nes c o n t a i n s w o r k s
f r o m K i n g Features W e e k l y Service and Mark
Partsl.

Restaurant
If you enjoy working in a comfortable, friendly environment
w i t h outstanding pay and benefits. The Greene Country Club
is the place t o be.
B a r t e n d e r s , S e r v e r s , Cooks
Will t r a i n persons w i t h o u t experience

jalFAlM! W f f
S A T U R D A Y

N

K i n d t h e l i n e d w o r d a la l b . d i a g r a m . T W y r u n to
all dlreclkma-foraard. backward, up. d o w n aad
diagonally.

" M y n a m e in F r e d , b u t m o n t
p e o p l e coll m o ' O h n o .
n o t you n g u i n ! "

TUESDAY

Y

N

wmr' 4km _
wsz* ' t m w
CRITICAL

W E D N E S D A Y

A

«rwt>

oo

P I E G E E E E E F

R D B A I E R R R R M R M R E

ftfUSE ME.

1

IA G O E A C O U U B

M Z X W U L R D C S B C R T P
CHfCK IT our,
GUYS/ A 717
COLLIDING UlTH
A PmODACT/L'

We o f f e r : • Creat Starting Pay
(servers $4.25 + tips)
• Paid vacation
• Meal Allowance and Training

Tf

Apply in person 920 Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd. Just 1 exit north
of the Fairfield Commons Mall, Off I-675 or call 879-2414

0

<«*

weMJHSie* Cj-U.

w\sn
REWARD

Tha satisfaction of knowing
you'vo brought govammant
wast* t o your fallow
taxpayer* • attantion
Remember the $*00 toilet

18TH EMERGENCY

GREAT PRICES ON KEYSTONE & PITCHERS
GfcT RFADY FOR OUR GRADUATION CELEBRATION
JUNL 9 - 11 WITH PSYCHOLOGICAL VACATION & 97 X
I CHECK OUT OUR NEW DANCE FLOOR J
97 XPOSURE COMING IN JUNE

\xtV

w

buying 10 yeari ago? The
Guardian lg looking for WSU
waste. A future thraa part
rtory will focus on
unnecessary expenditures
around campus ... and our
Ideas for eliminating waste.
We'd Ilka your help. Call us at
*73-5535 or fax us your
stories at 873-553*.

The Guardian
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LETS TALK SPECS!!

I Block South of CompUSA next to Egg Head Software

COUPON
MicrosoftCompatible Mouse
(not valla wftfi
any offer offer)

MICRO

Jones puts on the crown

I NO ONE BEATS
OUR PRICES. Miss Black WSU
says she'll
PERIOD!
PENTIUM 60 $2449
486DX2/66 $1679
486DX/40 $1559

SVS1EM PRICE INCLUDES
if*A est/n. ~ ifco M* J I
g j u n HAM. US
T)rl i s /L>rrr%™
irr
2inslm+m. !p*r*11A. I gam* f»n. 2*4*pack
m M d f t o l A* *14 tmim
lil kryM d S f 0fmm»4*~<r mU#r

MICRO

Complete systems • No hidden charges • No kidding

WHY BUY MftlL ORDER ?
486SLC/33 $949 (huh?!)

pl»*
r

INC

(Yes. that Includes a monitor...)
4 m**i RAM. JIO m»{ kmri Ait. St*Z4 vUea I met. 3 5'floppy

Ait. 2 serial pom. I parallel I tame port, 39 dot pack SWU cole
monilar. 101 keylearl chaLc, of muu Cower or dnhtp cue. « « • >
420 m * g WMtom Digital IDE
$299
14.4 Fa* Modem
S99
96/24 Fa» Modem
$45
4860X/40VlBBoard..oMW.«-~
$340
3 button Serial Mouse ml pad
$10
$65

1-2-3
WARRANTY:
1 year all parts. 2
years motherboard,
monitor and hard
drive, 5 years labor
w i t h 24 hr
turnaround time

291-BIOS ( 2 4 6 7 )

Need Cash? Sell
Your Textbooks!

Top Dollar for used Textbooks
10% Off Any Clothing item

Expanded Hours Finals Week
Mon. June 6th 8:30am - 9:00pm
Tues. June 7th 8:30am - 9:00pm
Wed. June 8th 8:30am - 9:00pm
Thurs. June 9th 8:30am - 9:00pm
Fri.
June 10th 8:30am - 5pm
Sat. June 11th 10am - 5pm
Plenty of Buyback Terminals t o
Keep Lines Short
Lots of Convenient Parking
Don't Forget O u r Expanded Hours. M o n d a y
June 1 3 t h a n d T u e s d a y June 1 4 t h 8 : 3 0 a m 9 : 3 0 p m f o r t h e S t a r t of S u m m e r S e s s i o n s .

emphasize heritage
By ANTHONY SHOEMAKER
Staff Writer
M y i a Jones, crowned Miss
Black Wright State on May 7, described her role representing
WSU's African-American students
as symbolic.
" I thought it was fantastic. I
was excited," Jones said. "1 take it
very seriously."
Jones quoted Marian Anderson: " ' I could sec that my significance as an individual was small. I
have become — whether I like it or
not — a symbol representing my
people and I cannot run away from
my situation.'
"That is how I feel my role w i l l
be for next year." Jones said.
She plans to work with pageant
runner-up Yolanda Lucas on various projects during the upcoming
year including working with the
Creative Arts Center to produce
more African-American plays.
They w i l l also focus on classes
pertaining to African-American
history. " I believe that pride comes
from learning more about your

427-3338

heritage," Jones said.
Jones pursues majors in social
work and rehabilitation as well asa
minor in music. Her parents, Nancy
and Samuel, are both involved in
social work.
" I hope to work for an agency
that has to do with rehabilitation as
far as women and children arc concerned. unless somebody offers me
a music contract." Jones said.
" I love music; it's the one thing
I can do well." she said. Jones just
finished touring with the W S U
Gospel Choir and plans to sing at a
pre-graduation ceremony for Afri-

can-American graduates in June.
Jones decided to come to WSU
because it's close to home and is
not loo big of a campus. So far she
likes WSU.
" i t ' s a new experience for me:
it's a daily challenge." Jones said.
When she came to WSU she didn't
know anybody; now the social life
has improved dramatically.
Jones currently is not involved
in any campus organizations besides the choir but said she wants to
get involved with Black Student
Union. " I ' m in my books right
now." Jones said.

Guardian Jobs
Now Open!

•

Y o u still h a v e t i m e t o apply for a n y of
t h e 1 9 9 4 - 1 9 9 5 Editor and Manager
positions at T h e Guardian, but hurry,
t i m e is r u n n i n g o u t !

Application Deadline is
This Friday, May 2 0 t h

4

Stop by The Guardian a n d fill o u t an application
today! Guardian offices {E-l 86-J) in t h e N e w Student
U n i o n adjacent t o t h e Bookstore.
Some of t h e j o b s open:
News Editor
Spotlight Editor
Sports E d i t o r

2812 Colonel G l e n H w y . across f r o m W.S.U next to C h i C h i ' s

photo by Scott Cozzolino

M y i a J o n e s , 1994-95 M i s s B l a c k W r i g h t State.

Op-Ed Editor
Production Manager
Graphics Manager
Chief P h o t o g r a p h e r

For m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n call 8 7 3 - 5 5 3 5
a n d ask f o r t h e Editor-in-Chief.

Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
Events Coordinator
M a n a g i n g Editor

Guardian
I

